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C over: Feather flowers, while not as popular as plastic flowers, are none
theless a profitable export in Hong Kong. In 1969 the Colony exported
over a quariter of a million dollars worth of feather articles. The major
market for the industry is South Africa which accounts for over 50 per cent
of the total e:x:port.
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The Bulletin.

FRIDEN
ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS
GO MINI

The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce
Union House, May
The Federation of Commonwealth
Chambers of Commerce Congress got
to a flying start with the arrival of
Lue first delegation - from Perth,
Australia - at 6.30 in the evening of
Thursday 30th April, and continued at
a dizzy pace through to the afternoon
of Friday 8th May.
It is always difficult to place a
tangible value on the outcome of a
meeting of purely voluntary bodies
such as Chambers of Commerce, since
such organisations can work only by
means of example, per.suasion and
exhortation, and not often by direct
action.
Furthermore, it is easy tn be
cynical about conferences. A variety
of :platitudes can ibe aimed at virtually
any such gathering: - delegates oome
only to make :private deals behind the
scenes, or on an expenses paid holiday,
or to air national grievances - and
when all the talk is over they go home
promptly forget their Resolutions.
Even if some of these charges were
partly true the Congress would still
have been a valuable event.
Perhaps the most valuable results
did not arise from the main course of
the Congress debate, hut were, in a
sense, by-products.
iFirstly, there was the very fact of
holding a Congress here and thus
allowing over 200 people the

1113 ELECTRONIC
CALCULATOR

FEATURES

addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
(separately or as sequential
operations in any order)

automatic accumulation of products
automatic accumulation of quotients
retention of intermediate answers
constant multiplier
constant divisor
automatic true credit balance
automatic memory and recall
automatic floating decimal
overflow and negative indicator lights

opportunity to form a first-hand im
pression of Hong Kong. Without any
doubt, delegates did form a favour
able impression of us and this will
rebound to our overall benefit.
Secondly, there was the publicity
generated by the Congress. This serves
to draw attention to the Chamber of
Commerce movement, both locally
and on a world wide scale.
Thirdly, and most importantly, there
was the opportunity for people of
different races and backgrounds, but
with at least one common interest, to
mingle. The result is an interchange
of ideas, howe':,er cursory, that in the
fullness of time must rub-off in in
creased mutual understanding. If such
an interchange is to take place at all,
there must be a medium in which it
can occur. The Congress is that
medium. Thus the Congress· is, in a
sense, almost an end in itself.
The same thought emerged in a
slightly different form from Malcolm
MacDonald's speech. The Congress
took place in a Commonwealth con
text, and without the 0:>mmonwealth
it could never have occurred. Equally,
the Commonwealth is, in itself, almost
a medium of communication. People,
however diverse, can, as Common
wealth citizens, meet through the
Commonwealth. As Marshall Mc
Luhan would put it - the medium
is the message.

Cha_irman: G. M. · B. Salmon; Vice Chairman: P. J. Williams; Secretary: J. B. Kite;
Asszstant Secretary: R. T. Griffiths; Business Promotion: S. L. Chung, W. S. Chan.
P. Choy, Miss C. Fung; Certification: A. C. C. Stewart, F. M. Castro, H. Cheng, W. K�
F. Wang, C. 'f· Wu; Public Relations: Harry Garlick, Lee Sherard; Membership: C. Tsang;
Office Supervisor: V. Wong.
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Marketing - a way of looking at things

This is the first section of a two-p(ll't
ar�ide on the marketing concept and
its application to Hong Kong. The
first part of this article, which is comte in itself, attempts to explain in
, � broadest sense what marketing is.
The second part, to be published
later in the Bulletin, will look at its
application to Hong Kong.

Insuring a young man's future is
the sort of thing many people
don't realise we're involved in.
They seem to think we
only insure international
shipping lines and other
giant businesses. We do
of course; but we're also
involved in insurance on
a much more personal level. From your children's future
and your family car, to your wife's jewellery and the
house you live in ... whatever it is, your insurance is
backed by our size and experience.
So, although we're a big
company offering security to
other big companies, we're
also very much geared
to care a lot about the
personal things you care a
lot about as well. Call us first.

B

Since the end of world war two,
industry in the developed countries has
gone through three stages of develop
ment. The first, immediate postwar
period, was characterised by the
emphasis. put on production. The
second ,pha'Se began during the larte
fifties and saw the emergence of
marketing ias the dominant concem of
industry. We are still experiencing
this phase, and it would be ,premature
to say that the marketing .revolution
has reached iits. zenith. But already
signs of a third stag,e arie beginning to
emerge, particularly in ithe United
States.
his ,third stage is yet too much in
its in.fancy to be dearly characterised.
lts signs are a growing ,awarene:s-s of
the indusitrial unit as :part of the wider
complex of society, .rather than as a
s.elf-contained unit with loyalty only to
the shareholder. The new stage is
manifesited in, for instance, the growing
preoccupation of American businesses
with environmental pollution, with the
emergence· of public and human rela..
tions as ends in themselves rather than
as tools, a nd - most significantly of
all - in the conoept of 'industrial
democracy'.

JARDINES INSURANCE

. For Personal, Fire, Accident, Engineering, Ma_rine and Life Insurance.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd.,Jardine House, Hong Kong. Telephone: H:228011
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The stages described apply almost
exclusively to the developed nations.
lit is. perhaps a sad comment that the
majority of nations - particularly
those in Asia, Africa and South
America - have not yet :solved the
problems of the production stage.
Furthermore, the three stages are not
mutually exclusive bU1t o¥erlap to a
considerable extent. Individual indus
trial units at any of three -stages of
development can exist .Jiiterally side by
side.
We are concerned here with the
marketing stage. The rkey to market
ing is. quite simply that the consumer
is. seen as the :prime mover in the
indusitrial process. This contrasts
with the ,priorities of the earlier stage
of industrial development - tile pro
duction stage - in which the emphasis
was on the plant or the machine, or
on concepts such as productivity,
which are largely .functions of plant or
machine utilisation.
J

Buyers' Market

The development of die matik
, eting
approach _came about as ia result of a
ri-sing standard of affluence. During
the era immediately following the
Second World War, ithe need to pro
duce goods was the prime concern of
industry. A sitrnng sellers' maflket
existed throughout the world, and the
brains of industry concenitrnted on
techniques of improving productivity.
It is no real .e�ruggeration to say that
- from a 'technical point of view -
all major problems of maximising the
1
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Not everyone
would go for our fabulous food
Everyone loves babies, and we're no exception. We take
great care of them before, during and after the flight.
But we don't expect them to appreciate U1e fact that
Air-India offers exciting food for the grown-ups.
What they want is a nice mushy beef dinner followed by
strained prunes and a hefty drink of milk.

capacity of an industrial uniit were
solved during the ninete-en-fifties.
This does not mean of course that
problems remain in the field of
vroduction. Nonetheless, the techno
advanced
production
of
logy
sufficiently successfully during the
post-war years to see the emergence
of a buyers' market in the late
nineteen-fifties/early nineteen-sixties.
The problem was no longer how to
produce goods, but how to utilise the
industrial capacity available at an
optimum or indeed economic level.
Marketing is best understood if one
forgets the specialised activities, such
as market research, that play a part
in marketing. Marketing starts with
the consumer. It starts with the
realis1ation that the objeotive of any
profit-making business is to win
favourable buying decisions from that
consumer.

Baby food. And baby food is what Air-India has for babies.
With a comfy cot to sleep it off in afterwards.
They can also have a fan to play with and a magazine or
two to rip to pieces.
Who are we to argue 7
In twenty years time they could be our best customers.

A/R·/ND/A

Over37yearsofflyingexperience.
The Peninsula �otel. Kowloon
lel.K-660371

stomers' Needs
The mariketing-orientated business
man oan be oompared with the pro
duction-orientated 'businessman. The
latter manufactures a product, and
then tries to sell this product.
The marketing-orientated man, on
the other hand, first asks himself the
question: "What do my customers
need from my product, and how can
I give it to them?" Having found a
reasonable answer to this question he
then sets out to fulfil thi,s need.
This approaoh calls for a realistic
appraisal of where a company's true
1
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strengths lie. There is no need for a
company to think of its resources in
terms purely of plant, equipmenrt or
labour. The real resources of many
companies are know-how in salesman
ship, or a well established chain of
retail outlets, or a highly professional
design department.

Case History
Two examples may make this
clearer. One of the most successful
UK manufacturers of do-it-yourself
building products has consistently
played down the role of the traditional
builders merchants in selling his pro
ducts and has .. concentrated on sales
made through his own retail outlets.
His products, give or taike a few
minor differences, are similar to Those
of many other manufacturers. Yet
the 'business is far more profitable than
that of many competitors. His real
resource is his distribution organisa
tion.
Another example concerns a much
smaller, indusitrial, company that
manufactures specialised handling
equipment for the oil industry. It had
a range of some thirty different pro
ducts, a heavy inv,es,tment in plant and
a labour force of some 300 men, a:bout
100 of whom were employed as
designers or draughtsmen. It also
consisrtently lost money, despite mas
sive injections of capital from the
parent company and a permanently
good order book.
An overall analysis of the company's
position was undertaken. It emerged
9

that the company's products sold for
two principle reasons - a particularly
energetic sales manager who concen
trated with considerable success on
export sales, and a first-class standard
of design and engineering.
The greater part of the company's
plant was closed down, and the com
pany went into business as basically
design engineers, with most of their
manufacturing carried out on a sub
contract basis. The company is now
well on the way to achieving profit
ability�
'this perhaps is more an example
of a - straightforward rationalisation
exercise, rather than an example of
marketing. It does however illustrate
the case of a concern that thought of
itself as being a m<1:nufacturing unit,
whereas the whole reason for its
viability lay with design and sales.
These two businesses succeeded
because they realised their need was
to concentrate on the product user,
find out what he wanted, and then
take steps to give it to him. In none
of these histories - be it noted was there a need to change the pro
duct. The need was to gear the
organisation's resources to th� real
wants of its customers.

A Way Of Life
Marketing is not just a technique
applicable to this or that organisation
depending on its products, ibut an
approach to management thinking,
and as such it is •equally applicable to

any type of /business enterprise.
Marketing is not so much a technique,
it is more a way of industrial life.
Tt is true that marketing special'
rely on a battery of formidaible tecu
niques, often involving complex
mathematics, in their day-to-day
operations. But from the point of
view of top management, marketing
is more in the nature of a belieif, a
philosophy that infus·es the business
and guides senior men in making
their decisions.
The idea of marketing is perhaps
best summed up in the e�ample of
the large British group in the electrical
industry that puts 'the consumer' at
the top of its official organisation chart
- in a superior position to the
Board, the Managing Director or the
Chairman.

Six Facds
Marketing does of course have its
practical side. One convenient w
of ex,amining marketing in action
to divide it into six constituent parts.
These include:-market research,
sales forecasting, product planning,
distribution planning, sales strategy
and sales administration. Books
have been written on ·each of these
activities and it is not possible here
to look at any of them in anything
other than a cursory way.
Market research is a technique that
is reasonably familiar to most busi
nessmen. It is simply a scientific
attempt to find out how the con
sumer re-acts to your product, either
10

as it is at the moment or as it might
be.
It is perhaps worth stressing that
market research does not always re
ire a team of young ladies with
r. estionnaires going from door to
door. Much valuable research can
be done from sources already avail
able.
It is also worth stressing that
market research can only tell you
what has happened in the past. It
cannot predict the future. Further
more, it is not infallible. The exten
sive research that went into the plan
ning of the Ford Edsel car resulted
in what has been called 'the biggest
egg to tbe laid in history'. As always,
much depends on the way research
is interpreted.

Past Repeats Itself
Sales forecasting is simply the
planned and sustained attempt to
forecast how many items in a given
product line you can expect to sell
- :thin a given period. This is not
ne with the aid of a crystal ball,
but is a back-room statistical exer
cise. It involves forecasters in
analysis of data such as returns
from retailers, on the one hand, and
macroscopic economic forecasts, on
the other.
Sales forecasting is based on the
simple princip1e:-'the past will tend
to repeat itself unless something
happens to change it'. It is important
to remember however that changes
can be initiated not only by the com
pany its·elf, but also by competitors,
and by broad trends at work in society

such as growth in leisure time, an in
crease in pay packets, and the emer
gence of specialised sub-markets such
as the teenage market.
Forecasting data is crucial if one
is to have anything like a planned
production schedule and thus avoid
the twin evils of overstocked ware..
houses, on the one hand, or empty
warehouses with a queue of retailers
at the door, on the other.

Grea·test Error
Product planning is perhaps the
most important and certainly the
most fascinating aspect of marketing.
It is also the area where there is
greatest room.. for error. Indeed,
some degree of error seems inevitable
when one considers the number of
new products that never get off the
ground, and the even greater number
that fall by the wayside at some stage
between the drawing tboard and the
factory.
Various estimates have been pro
duced for the number of abortive at
tempts made by companies searching
for new products, 'but all are equally
frightening. One ,estinTate is that
only one in ·every forty products
launched become a fully profitable
success over a reasonable period of
time. When one takes into account
the number of planned new products
that do not get beyond the research
and development stage, the ratio be
comes nearer to one success to every
hundred or more attempts.
The need for product planning
arises because all products, no matter
how successful, have a limited life in
11

terms of profitability. The 'profitabi
lity history' of any product can be
represented graphically by a curve
that rises steeply, reaches a plateau
and then goes into a gradual descent.
Variations can be obtained on this
curve, when an 'improved version' of
the product is launched, ( which
should occur when the curve shows
distinct signs of descent), but ex
perience shows .that the resulting up
swing rarely reaches the level of the
previous plateau. It does however
postpone the descent stage. The pro
cess can be continued indefinitely by
the launching of one improved version
after another.
This profitability curve can be
traced for virtually all products, the
only real variable is the period of
time over which the plateau stage
lasts and at which the descent starts.
In the case of ,an industrial product
such as a crane it may be a period
of several decades. In .the case of a
fashion product such as a garment it
may only he a period of months,
even weeks.
Shorter Product Life
Today however the time index of
the graph is expressed in shorter units
for virtually all products. In a sense,
today everyone is making fashion
products. The computer industry and to some extend the aircraft in
dustry - provide excellent examples
of this trend, whereby a new model
is hardly launched before its successor
is well into the development stage.
It is of course easy to say that a

company should have a continuous
supply of new products up its sleeve.
Finding or developing new products
is considerably more difficult. But
this is why it should be one of
prime concerns of any chief executi
Distribution
Distribution planning is more or
less self-explanatory. iJt is simply the
mapping out of the most profitable
means of getting the product from the
factorv to the consumer. Does one
use retailers, wholesalers, agents etc.,
or rely on direct sales?
Is it
:better to own one's transport or make
use of hired vehicles? Does one at
tempt local, national or global distri
bution? There is no one answer to
these questions, since much will de
pend on the type of product involved.
The guideline - as always - is sim
ply the potential probability of one
method against another.
Strategy
Sales strategy is the part of mark
ing that is frequently confused w
the whole, since it covers those
activities that normally spring to mind
when marketing is discussed. It in
volves advertising, sales promotion,
merchandising, packaging, publicity,
and the overall development of a
selling plan that will realise the data
suggested by sales forecasts.
Sales administration is simply the
putting into action of the sales plan,
and its control. It may involve, for
instance, the briefing and training of
the sales force, allocation of sales
areas,. setting of sales targets and

12

methods of rewarding achievement of
these targets. When no direct sales
force is used, it will involve selection
and supervision of agents, or the
ministration of whatever selling
method is used. . An important part
of the process is the use of a system
of feedback and control to ensure that
sales targets are being met, and, of
course, the taking of appropriate
action when they are not.
Applies To all
Presented in this cut and dried
fashion, it may seem that these activi
ties are appropriate for the large
company only, or for the manufactur
ing concern only. lt cannot be over
emphasized that they are applicable in
some form or other to all companies.
The only differences are those of scale,
priority and stress.
1

1

A company selling ,a s·ervice - for
example, a small firm of insurance
okers - must take steps to see that
e ,service they offer does in fact meet
the needs of the client and adjust it
where necessary. The broker may
not need sales promotion in the usual
sense of the word, but the persuasive
advocacy of a reduced premium for a
particular type of insurance calls for
basically similar methds to ·the '10
cents reduction' offer at the super
market.

than business. Given that the heart ·
of marketing is a concern for the
consumer and his needs, and given
that the word consumer really means
little more than 'people', it becomes
obvious that marketing can equally
well apply to, say, political parties.
Clear indications of this are evident
in both Britain and the USA. The
marketing approach is equally ¥alid
in local government and public ad
ministration generally,. in charitable
organisations, and many other fields of
activity, including organisations such-as Chambers of Commerce.
One leading expert in the field has
gone so far as to say that 'marketing'
in present conditions is really synony
mous with 'management'. And this
would include more than just business
management.
As we said, marketing is not a
technique. It is a way of looking at
things.

1

Not Only In Business
The marketing concept is in fact
applicable to many activities other
13

Chamber News

A.

Sir Walter Scott, President of the FCCC.

B.

The Congress Opens.

C.

Malcolm MacDonald addresses delegates.

D.

Mr. James Wu, acting Chairman of CMA, addresses
delegates on board the Weatherite frince.

E.

Sir David Trench, the Chairman and Sir Walter Scott
(right) at the Congress Banquet.

F.

Betty Chung entertains delegates.

G.

High spot of the Congress Banquet was a lion dance
performed by the Ming Teh Youth Centre.

H.

the Chairman with a souvenir

Chamber News
□

The Chamber has once agam
awarded three soholarships to the Hong
Kong Technical College foc ·the cur
rent 1969/70 session. vhe scholar
ships were giv,en to Lam Hll!p-lo and
Lo May-mei, both studying Account
ancy, and Chong Chau-lam, a student
in the field of textile dydng, printing
and finishing.

□

The Chamber's Assistant Secret
ary, Mr. R. T. Griffiths, will go on
leave to rthe UK on May 10th. He
will be r�tuming in ,early September.
D The Certification Department
reports that a total of 15,871 applica
tions for Certificates of Origin were
received in 1\pril. This is an increase
of 10.6 per cent over the same period
last year. Spot chedks on 10.5 per
cent of all consignments were carried
on.
D The Business Promotion Deparit
ment reports that during .the month of
April the Chamber received the Brirtish
Giftware Tmde Mission, the South
Carolina ksian Tmde Mission, the
Brussels Chamber of Commerce Dele
gation, the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce Trade Mission, the Malay
sian Trade Union, and the Indiana
Trade Mission. Over 50 !business
appointments were made for memlbers
to meet delegates of ithese missions.
The Department also arranged for
over 47 business contacts for our
members to meet delegates of other
visiting trade missions and business1

Pick of the Press

men. 1,267 overseas enquiries for
importers or exporters weTe dealt with
and 48 tmde complaints were handled.

□

With the help of rthe Tr
Development Council. and the Hong
Kong Tourist Association, the Public
Relations Department· sent over 2,000
copies of the Chamber's 1969 Aooual
Report overseas for distribution in
April.
Mr. Harry Garlick who represented
the Chamber on the Ready-to-Wear
Festival Committee reports that it was
generally agreed at the final meeting of
the committee on the 22nd of April,
that the Fes1tival was a great success,
and that it should ibe held next year.
The department was also extremely
busy in April over the preparations
for ·the recent FCOC Congress.
D The Consolidated Monthly State
ment for April was ,prepared and se
to subscribers on 30th April, 1970
the Credit Information Bureau. A
�otal overdue of HK.$6.2 million was
reported.
1

□

Eighteen new companies joined
the Chamber in April. Present mem
bership is 1,707 as oompared to 1,596
lasrt year at this time.
D A total of 196 aipplioanrts for
employment were registered with the
Chamber duri11Jg April, and details
were published rin the Employment
Register.
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The employment situation in the
UK is not the same as in Hong Kong.
Nonetheless, the kind of information
that intelligent job hunters are
1
erested in is probably not too
.fjerent around the world. Elsbeth
Ganguin of the London. Financial .
Times reports:
What is the most important in
formation would-be candidates for
jobs want to have before they make
a firm application? Definition of res
ponsibility, it would seem, followed by
an idea about just where the job is
located. Next in the list comes the
starting salary. Looked-for experi
ence is a close forth, with "qualifica
tions required" on its heels, and
"position in organisational structure"
not much further down.
Information regarding age ranges,
the company's plans for growth and
background details, or promotion
prospects, all come much further
down the interest scale.
•

everybody wants to see all the most
critical information in an advertise
ment. But an interviewer should be
able to pass it on during the first
"face-to-face dialogue." Companies
may also find. it expedient to write in
formative letters before the candidate
submits a formal application.
Gripes

The most critical comment,
according to the consultants was
about companies' mishandling of
subsequent stages: long delay in
handling applications;
embarrassing
..
telephone calls to places of work;
short notice for interviews· refusal
to reimburse travelling �xpenses;
slapdash arrangements all round· and
either slow, or no notification df the
final verdict.
Useless

Survey

A leading firm of British personnel
consultants recently quizzed 250 res
pondents to job advertisements who
had written in for further information.
The jobs represented the seven cate
gories of sale'S; production; research;
develop�ent and design; personnel;
accountmg; computer and manage
ment services; and general manage
ment.
The answers, the consultants point
out, do not necessarily imply that

If, then, most of the respondents
to the quiz put information about
their likely responsibilities first for
consideration, what do they think is
least important to know? One
hundred per cent, agreed that this
booby prize goes to information
and
recreational
social
about
facilities. Neither are details about
fringe benefits, available facilities and
equipment, and, really, background
information about the company much
sought after. So much, it seems, for
those company brochures!
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Host to 900,000

The Hong Kong Tourist Association
They carry cameras and they take
up space. Locals all over the world
are always a bit put off by tourists.
They conveniently forget that in fact
their fondest dream is probably to
become one of these creatures.
In Hong Kong, we should make a
special effort to be nice to our guests,
the tourists. After all, tourism is the
colony's second biggest revenue pro
ducing industry and still growing by
leaps and bounds. Last year it
earned more than HK$1, 600 million
for the Colony.
This year it is
expected to make much more.
Far East Boom
In fact, over the past two or three
years, the Far East has been the
biggest tour growth area in the
world. Thanks to Expo, this trend
will undoubtedly continue in 1970.
Naturally, everyone wants a piece
of the action. Tourists do not grow
on trees, and the competition for
them in this part of the world has
suddenly become frantic. Singapore
for example, is making an especially
high-powered bid for the tourist
market.
While journalists tend to play up
this contest between Hong Kong and
Singapore to win visitors to their
respective shores, the Hong Kong
Tourist Association shows no sign of
apprehension. On the contrary, it
views this mad scramble with a ·
smile. As Hugh Barton, Press &
Publicity Manager of the Association
puts it, "We feel it can only benefit
everybody."

More and more tourists are com
ing to the Far East - that is the
important fact. It does not matter
where they are going since they all
stop off in Hong Kong.
Ev ·
single package tour which goes
Expo also includes Hong Kong.
Organization
Tremendous growth in any in
dustry means that someone is working
hard on selling and promotion. In
this case, it is the Hong Kong Tourist
Association.
The Association was formed by
Government Ordinance in 1957 for
the purpose of developing Hong
Kong's tourism.
The overall control of the Asso
ciation is exercised by a Board of
Management composed of 11 mem
bers, appointed, for three-year terms,
by HE The Governor. One of the
members serves as Chairman, also by
the Governor's appointment. The
present Chairman is the Hon HJC
Browne of Butterfield & Swire.
The activities of the Associaticrn
began in early 1958 with the arrival
in Hong Kong of its Executive
Director, Major HF Stanley, MC.
Represen·l'ation
In accordance with the Ordinance,
five members of the Board represent,
respectively, the five branches of the
tourist industry set forth in the
Ordinance, namely, Air Carriers; Sea
Carriers; Hotels; Travel Agents and
Tourist Agents. Members of the
Board representing branches of in-
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dustry are nominated by the industry
in the first instance.
The Association is a member of
International Union of Official
_avel Organisations (IUOTO), a UN
affiliated agency; a member of the
American Society of Travel Agents
(ASTA); a Government member of
the Pacific Area Travel Association
(PATA); and a founding member of
the East Asia Travel Association
(EAT'A).
Activities Abroad
In order to carry out its primary
objective - that of promoting and
developing Hong Kong's tourist
potential, the Association has six
branch offices, and 33 official repre
sentatives and associates all over the
world. These offices distribute Hong
Kong travel films, brochures, pam
phlets and posters, and work closely
with the tourist agents and offices in
their respective areas.
( Jn 1968 the Association initiated
tne Honorary Student Representative
Scheme.
This programme came
about following requests from Hong
Kong students studying overseas for
information about Hong Kong.
Over 100 student 'ambassadors'
are given six to eight weeks of in
formal briefings about Hong Kong
over the summer prior to their
departure.
The Association also
arranges sightseeing tours for them.
There are now 500 student repre
sentatives abroad.
They are not
paid, nor are they to take tinie away
from their studies to promote Hong

Kong. They are simply kept in..
formed of happenings in Hong Kong
and supplied with posters, brochures
and films, so that when they are
asked by friends, they can talk in
telligently about Hong Kong ,as a
place to visit.
The scheme has been very success
ful. In the past year there have been
153 promotions carried out by stu
dents on college campuses all over
the United States. With students
travelling more and more, this pro
gramme is very much in step with
the times.
The Association also takes part in
many joint prnmotions around the
world. For example, when TWA
began their trans...Pacific flight, the
New York office took part in their
promotional activities. The HKTA
also works hand in hand with TDC
on store promotions abroad.
The Association was not only con
sulted at length concerning Expo '70,
but has also supplied three specially
trained information girls to the Hong
Kong Pavilion at the F9ir.
The Professionals
A good part of the Tourist
A·ssociation's promotional activities
is not directed at the public, but
rather at the people in the travel
business - the tour agents, the
travel writers, journalists, etc.
There are the professionals who
can talk a tourist into going to
Europe rather than the Far East.
Thes•e are the people that the
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the advanced system
for getting words
Association must win over to Hong
Kong.
vices

The problem of getting your thoughts
out of your head onto paper
revised and out of your office door
is a growing problem of modern business
Here from IBM are two advanced solutions

The IBM 224 Dictation Unit works with fidelity
wherever you work. The IBM 224 is a cordless,
portable unit - you can use it in the air, on, or
below the ground. In your office or thousands of
miles away "in the field". It uses a magnetic belt
that is virtually indestructible; that can be mailed
anywhere.
Moreover, the IBM 224 speaks volumes for you even before you use it. It carries a prestige that is
the mark of a company with a communication
system as modern as its 20th Century head office.
As fluid as it plans for the 21st Century.
There is a lot to be said for the IBM 224.

Here in Hong Kong, the HKTA
is especially busy. Membership re
cruitment has continued at a good
rate. Recruitment started in 1958
and at present, there are 204
full members, i.e. firms directly
engaged in the tourist trade or
interested in tourism.
The Association provide'S many
services for its members. Several of
its publications which are distributed
to travellers at the airport or fhe Ocean
T,erminal include a fu:11 list of its
members and •their produots or
s·ervices.
Letters concerning sightseeing are
circulated among tour operators who
are members, and t· hose asking about
certain Hong Kong products are re
f.~ ..red directly to members dealing
.h such items.
Fur-the1:more, a busy telephone in
formation s,ervic,e is now !in operation.
Mostt of 1he callers want to know
where :they can buy a certain item.
The girls who handle these caHs ask
the tourist where he is and :then refer
him to the nearest dealer who is a
member of the HKTA.
Members also receive a monthly
bulletin and newsletter which /keeps
them up 1o daite on all aspects con
oerning Hong Kong Tourism .as well
as the activitie, s of the Association.
The mafiket research organisation,

This is the typewriter that adds more than mere
words to paper. When the advanced electric IBM
"72" type-ball-writer goes to work on your station
ery, it gives your words the look of authority,
And of distinction.
The IBM "72" even works for you when it's idle.
Just being part of the furniture it does an excellent
job. Even in the most ultra-modern office, it helps
express the aura of contemporary progressiveness
you wish to convey to your clients. What's more,
secretaries and typists love the touch of an IBM
"72". It makes them want to use it. Which is just
another way an IBM "72" works for you.

The above two IBM units - the "224" Dictation Machine and the IBM "72" Typewriter are
two of the links in an advanced chain of communication - two units which help provide a
better method of "word processing" - it may pay you to learn more about it before you
buy any typewriter or dictation machine.
r - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - ----- - - - -- -- - - - - - -- -,
t
Please mark whichever is applicable and mail to
IBM New Henry House, Hong Kong.
:
I
D Please send me a catalogue of I
I
D Typewriter
D Dictation Machine
I
I
D Please send me a representative
L.

Name:..........................................
Ajdress: ...... . ... . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

DE/ET

Jl

IBM

TEL: H-246141
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Far East Research Organisation
(PERO), is presently engaged in
making a :situdy of visitors :to the
Colony on behalf of the Association.
Departing ,tourists are interviewed and
a report is made up to include such
items as leil!gth of s·tay, number in
party,. purpose of visit, hotel accom
modations, what they li, ked in Hong
Kong, what they did not like, etc.
An extensive photographic librnry is
also open :to members.
The :A.ssociation makes a special
effort ito /keep in dos!e touch with its
members, and acts as a liaison between
member.s, Gov_frnment •and other
organisations.
In regard 10 :the individual tourisit,
,the Association provides :them with all
the assistance it can through its pub
lications - guides, brochures, maps,
etc. which it distributes at its three
offices. Also when special delegations
or conventions arrive, information girls
are often sent to the ·airport to meet
and greet these visitors. It assisted the
Chamber in just this �ay recently
when delegates of the PCCC Congress
arrived.
Government Ties
The :A.ssociation's close liaison with
Government departments including the
Financial Secretary's Department, the
Government Information Services and
many others is especially important.
Of particular significance has been
the formation of the new Economic
Tourism Commit.tee of which the
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THINKING OF
YOUR STAFF?

Association and the Economic Branch
of the Financial Secretariat are mem
bers.
The purpose � this Committee is
achieve a closer liaison with the
Secreta,riat ·so that the plans and ideas
of ,the 1ndustry and the Association
can ibe transmitted direct 10 the
Government.
Some topics under present consi
deration by this Committee are the
building of a Convention Centre, the
constructing of an Oceanarium, and
resort de,velQpmenit. The Committee
has been instrument·al in the passing of
an ordinanoe that makes touting
illegal.

For all forms of Retirement
Benefits and Group Life
Assurance Schemes
consult:

Top-Draw
The !Hong Kong Tourist Association
is very optimistic about ithe future of
Tourism here in the . Colony in the
l970's.
'A glance at the sta,tistics over the
. ' t several years, shows that its
t, rcimism is well-grounded.
In 1969, 765,213 tourists came to
Hong Kong as compared to 618,410
in 1968. This is ,an increase of
approximately 24 percent. This year,
the Association estimates that the
number will reach 900,000 and by
1971, the figure is e�peoted t, o hit the
one million mark.
None of these lfigure
· s include ilie
thousands of military personnel who
come to the colony for ,resit and recrea
tion. According to the HKrrA, these
men make up a significant ipart of the
market. [;ast year they spent some

CiUARDIA1N ASSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
2nd Floor, Un1ion House, P. 0. Box 94,
Hong Konig. Te·le:phone: H-233061.
You get a great deal from Guardian
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$341 million out of the industry's total
r,evenue of $1,65;8 million.
It is highly unli!kely that Hong Kong
can be unsea,ted from its position as
a top-drawing tourist mecca. The
colony has many assets which help
!keep it as a "must" on tourisit
itineraries. The three main ones are
- firstly, :it is a business and trade
centre, :secondly, it ihas a reputation as
the major shopping par.adis-e in :the
world and thirdly, HlK still connotes
the mysterious Far East - the closest
point to Mainland China - which is
nonetheless conveniently En.glish
spea'king.
The HK.TA ,(!stimaites that virtually
every man who comes to Hong Kong
does some business while he is here.
In fact, at least one major industry in
Hong Kong - the plastic flower
industry - is known 10 have been
started 'by a touris:t.
As the cost of living rises in the
Colony, it is doubtful if it will 'be able
to maintain its reputation as a buyer's
wonderland for many m�re years.
1

New Angle
Fortuna1tely, Hong Kong is a beauti
ful place. The beaches and scenery
here can rival thos·e of anywhere in the
world. Along the same lines,. its
seasonal fluctuations are mild and not
mariked ,at a, ll compared to other
tourist centres.
The Association is, in fact, trying
to promote this aspect of Hong Kong.
Mr. Barton happily rnports ithat
1
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,;

Send
your business
ourway.

maybe the US, ait least, will finally get
this message soon. A travel editor of
the New York Times, who had surisingly never been to Hong Kong,
-'- into Mr. Barton's office the day
a£ter his arrival here recenitly, shouting
excitedly "How come you never told
me this was such ia beautiful place?"
In fact, of course, 'the HKTA has
tried .to promote Hong �ong .as a
place of great beauty. Unfortunately
it is not easy to overcome a s1trong
prejudic·e. Travel articles in the ex
pensive United Stat,es have •always
emphasized the shopping angle.

_J
�B�____,t----,;

Good Years Ahead
Looking !ahead, the Association sees
the 1970's ias a great decade for the
tourist industry.
Inclusive tour charters are the new
thing. The tour agents who handle
these must plan two to three years in
advance. They consider each travel
{" ,tre in the world and a:sk - "Will
'h-• .:it ,plaoe be a'ble to handle the tourist
traffic in three year's time?"
The improvement in Kai Tiak is an
important factor when they size up
Hong Kong. By 1973 the airport will
be in good shape to handle all the
visitors who are expected to come.
Similarly, there is a shortage of
hotel rooms now, but by 1972 or '73
the Association fe.els that :this siituation
will be [ectified.
The current shortage of hotels is
one of the major cons,equenoes which
the 1967 dots had on the tourist
industry. For months afiter the dis-

Our way is experienced.
Our way is efficient.
Our way is dependable.
Our way is equipped to carry
container, reefer, liquid, bulk,
palletized or break bulk cargo.
Our way is between the U.S.,
Far East and around the world.
Going our way?

American President Lines
Offices & Agents in principal cities throughout the world.
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turbanoes there was a lack of capital
development in the colony. Now that
business is prospering again, many new
hotels are 'being built or unde,r consi
deration to meet the demand of the
70's.
The HKTA feels that ,even if there
is a serious recession in the US,
tourism her,e is not expeoted to suffer
a very heavy loss. Only about 27
perc-ent of all visitors to Hong Kong
are from the United States.
Nor is the impact of the expeoted
gradual withdrnwal of US Forces from
Vietnam on the ,tourist industry of HK
evaluated as to be •vmy great.
Moreover, fa!; from 'being saturated
the Association reports that the tourist
industry has a lot of room for new
comers. Touris,ts .are becoming more
and more quality conscious. They
appreciate an 01.1ganisation - new or
old - which is imaginative and
different. As a case in point, one new
guide service headed by a group of
energetic young men has been doing
extremely well.
All in all, it looks ias if the Hong
Kong Tourist Associa.:tiori" will have its
hands full with its 'guests' for a long
time to come.
1
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